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Your ADW | Profile System Strengths Report
This ADW | Profile System Strengths Report shows the most prominant aspects of your Personality
System. System Strengths are the most effective expressions of personality. While prominant
personality traits are more likely to be accessed as Strengths - it is important to note that all aspects of
personality can be accessed by anyone.
Explore your Most Accessed Strengths to understand what aspects you naturally draw upon.
Second, learn to apply your Most Accessed Strengths on a regular basis.
Then, explore Core Projects you are involved with and which Strengths are needed for them.

Most Accessed

are the 5 Most Accessed Strengths you use your personality system.

Next Five

are more aspects of your personality system that you likely access in addition
to your 5 Most Accessed. Your Next Five often supplement your Most
Accessed Strengths in unique ways.

Core Projects

are situations, circumstances, or roles you occupy in which you may naturally
rely upon your System Strengths. Depending upon the Core Project, different
Strengths may be required other than your Most Accessed.

Exploring Significance and Purpose | Subscribe to the Psychology at Work Podcast

psychologyatwork.buzzsprout.com
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Leveraging Your Strengths With Others
Each System Strength aligns with one of four Clusters. These Clusters describe how people and teams
build and maintain relationships, articulate and communicate strategies and vision, bring clarity to
direction, and execute on plans. Core Projects typically require accessing Strengths from more than
one Cluster. Review the Core Projects Page to determine what is needed for any Core Project.

Relating Strengths
Relating Strengths help answer the question 'how do you build and maintain relationships?' They
aid in fostering team cohesion, building spirit, and enhancing concern for others. These
Strengths are typically accessed in the following contexts: when making individiual connections,
group settings, when meeting new people, and working through conflicts.

Vision Strengths
Vision Strengths help answer the questions 'how do you think about future possibilities and align
people toward them?' They aid in communicating a compelling, energetic, and hopeful vision.
These Strengths are typically accessed in the following contexts: identifying new solutions or
ideas, enrolling others in brainstorming, inspiring others, and sustaining optimism.

Directing Strengths
Directing Strengths help answer the question 'how do you move people and projects forward?'
These Strengths may be accessed to bring clarity, balance patience with urgency, and objectively
evaluating issues. These Strengths are typically accessed in the following contexts: setting
expectations, holding others accountable, providing reassurance, and driving for success.

Doing Strengths
Doing Strengths help answer the question 'how do you go about getting work done?' These
Strengths may be accessed to help the team stay on-track, productive, and practical. These
Strengths are typically accessed in the following contexts: taking directions, sustaining personal
motivation, asking for help, and producing high quality results.
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Your 30 System Strengths

Your Top 10 Strengths

Less Accessed System Strengths

1. Intellectualist

11. Empathic

2. Introspector

12. Connecting

3. Contemplation

13. Adaptability

4. Stoic

14. Confidence

5. Completor

15. Generosity

6. Commander

16. Sensor

7. Striving

17. Tolerance

8. Directness

18. Displayful

9. Imaginative

19. Dutiful

10. Diffusement

20. Prudence
21. Peaceable
22. Assurance

You Most Access

23. Charity
24. Calmness

Directing

25. Forgiveness

You access Directing Strengths in this order:

26. Contentedness

Stoic

27. Spontaneity

Commander

28. Acceptance

Directness

29. Specifics

Striving

30. Positation

Confidence
Peaceable
Calmness
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Top 10 Personality System Strengths
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Below are Top 10 Personality System Strengths. You naturally bring these Strenghts into your Core
Projects. At times, you may over-use these aspects of your personality system.

Next 5 Strengths

1. Intellectualist
2. Introspector
3. Contemplation
4. Stoic
5. Completor

6. Commander
7. Striving
8. Directness
9. Imaginative
10. Diffusement
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1. Intellectualist
Intellectualist is part of the Vision Cluster of the Personality
System Strengths. When combined, Vision Strengths help drive
inspiration, creativity, big picture thinking, and strategic planning.
Vision strengths are often present in leadership, strategic, and
innovation skills.

Accessing Your Intellectualist
You are very adept at learning new information. You enjoy spending time deep in thought and often need
the space to flex your intellectual muscles. You love solving problems or thinking about complexities.

How to Best Use Your Intellectualist
When identifying new solutions and opportunities, use your Intellectualist strength to learn as much as you can about
the topic at hand. However, don't limit or restrict the information you take in, you never know when research from one
sector may apply to yours. Keep a journal of interesting learnings to revisit when you are ideating.
When brainstorming with others, leverage your strength of Intellectualist and share what you've learned with them.
Access your natural curiosity and ask questions that can help the group grow and expand their perspectives and
ways of thinking.
When working to inspire others, your strength of Intellectualist can be leveraged to learn and be curious about what
your team responds to. Additionally, applying what you have learned to help others grow in their appreciation for the
topic and the work will be an asset.
When maintaining group optimism, lean into your strength of Intellectualist to help the group learn from what's not
working and apply those lessons to improve and keep moving forward. You are likely naturally reflective and will take
any opportunity to learn something; share that with your team.

Your Unique Intellectualist Style
Your openness to information and learning tends to most often be about ideas and concepts. To be sure, it seems,
for the most part, that you are not as interested in the emotional context of situations - your own or others'. Indeed,
you tend to not focus on the emotional information in the room as much as other things.
You likely are someone who approaches learning in a fairly spontaneous manner. You are not necessarily intentional
or strategic in what you learn, but rather will pick up and engage with most anything that comes your way. Rather
than clearly mapping out what you will learn in an orderly fashion, you're content to take in what's in front of you.
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1. Intellectualist ctd...
What Might Get In Your Way
What's it like for you when others need information from you? Or if it actually feels like they are demanding more
information from you? Indeed you are often in the pursuit of learning, but interestingly, may not always need
significant amounts of information to feel like you can make a decision soundly.
What's it like when others turn to your for certainty? Feels like it's impossible to provide, right? Indeed, that may be
true. Take time notice when others' need for certainty inhibits your capacity to learn or prevents you from leveraging
your Intellectualist strength to its fullest.

Individual Reflection Guide
1. How have you leveraged Intellectualist effectively? What are times when using
Intellectualist was ineffective?

2. How does Intellectualist help you with identifying new solutions, brainstorming with others,
inspiring others, and maintaining group optimism?

3. Review the Complementory Strengths listed below. How can you combine these with your
Intellectualist to increase your effectiveness?
Prudence

Striving
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2. Introspector
Introspector is part of the Vision Cluster of the Personality
System Strengths. When combined, Vision Strengths help drive
inspiration, creativity, big picture thinking, and strategic planning.
Vision strengths are often present in leadership, strategic, and
innovation skills.

Accessing Your Introspector
You examine yourself, your circumstance, and your inner feelings. Like the Sensor, Introspectors are aware
of their own emotions and acknowledge their own humanity. You take time to reflect on your own
thoughts, emotions, and behaviors.

How to Best Use Your Introspector
When identifying new solutions and possibilities, leverage your strength of Introspector by investing time in reflecting
on your own thoughts, emotions, behaviors, perspectives and experiences. What can you learn from your own
experiences that can be applied to gain more insight into a problem or even find a solution.
When enrolling others in brainstorming, your Introspector strength can be helpful, particularly as you prepare for
brainstorming meetings. Take time to be thoughtful about what the team should accomplish, how you can add to the
team's effectiveness (and get in the way).
When working to inspire others, your Introspector strength can help you be an example of how to be aware of your
impact. Take time to reflect on how you impact the others, share what you learn about yourself and replicate the
effective behaviors and work on those that are less effective.
When maintaining group optimism, use your Introspector strength to better utilize yourself and the knowledge that
you gain from reflecting to bring those around you together. Teach others how to be reflective of themselves, learn
from their past behaviors and have more awareness about how to be their best self.

Your Unique Introspector Style
It seems much of your introspection may focus on questioning yourself. You are not yet totally accepting of all of
yourself - all the great stuff and the flaws alike. This lack of acceptance may create a barrier for how deeply you are
able to reflect and explore your thoughts, feelings, and actions.
It seems your introspection time might be quite linear and conventional in nature. You tend to think in a concrete,
straight-forward manner. You are likely inclined to lean into logic and rational approaches when considering your own
thoughts, feelings, and behaviors.
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2. Introspector ctd...
What Might Get In Your Way
You examine yourself, your circumstance, and your inner feelings. You may not, however, always connect those
inner experiences to the external. For example, do you look for outside data to corroborate your conclusions about
yourself or others? Consider how leveraging more external information could help validate your introspection.
Introspection is essential for growth and development. And yet, there are certainly barriers with how much insight
we can gain on our own. Who do you enroll to process and share after you have spent time reflecting? How do you
get feedback on what you've put together? Who challenges your thinking and conclusions?

Individual Reflection Guide
1. How have you leveraged Introspector effectively? What are times when using
Introspector was ineffective?

2. How does Introspector help you with identifying new solutions, brainstorming with others,
inspiring others, and maintaining group optimism?

3. Review the Complementory Strengths listed below. How can you combine these with your
Introspector to increase your effectiveness?
Specifics

Acceptance
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3. Contemplation
Contemplation is part of the Doing Cluster of the Personality
System Strengths. When combined, Doing Strengths lead to
individual task completion, personal focus, and execution of
plans and assignments; they seek direction and respond a clear
vision.

Accessing Your Contemplation
You prefer to analyze, contemplate, and think about multiple outcomes of an issue. You will consider the
implications of your decisions. While you may have strong feelings about a decision, you will not readily go
with your first instinct. At times, you may doubt your choices.

How to Best Use Your Contemplation
When enrolling others or asking for help, leverage your strength of Contemplation to consider what you need help with
and to then find others who will be assets in completing the project at hand and to offer skills and insights that
compliments yours.
When sustaining motivation over time, use your Contemplation to connect the project to the greater mission and
vision, as well as your own sense of purpose. Write down these connections and take time to reflect on the progress
you're making and the impact you're having.
To ensure quality of your work, leverage your Contemplation strength to gather sufficient clarity on the objective; ask
as many questions as you have. Then, thoroughly evaluate relevant information and data, asking yourself throughout
whether you're product is going to exceed the expectation.
When faced with challenges or changes in direction, lean on your Contemplation to reflect on what you can learn from
what you've already done and apply it to the new course. Ask for clarification and seek to understand the changes;
connect the new direction back to the larger vision and purpose.

Your Unique Contemplation Style
Your strength of Contemplation is further strengthened by your high propensity toward learning new information.
When presented with a new situation, you are likely to go learn as much as you can about it. You seek out
information. This increases the likelihood that your Contemplation efforts are productive.
Your analysis of a situation tends to focus on factors that are internal to yourself; you spend time reflecting on your
own behavior and the impact you have. You do not likely spend much time reflecting on factors that are external to
you and the impact they may have on the situation.
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3. Contemplation ctd...
What Might Get In Your Way
You are not someone who has a high need for a lot of information. To be sure, you are comfortable making
decisions without significant amounts of information. When analyzing a situation, you may not always be intuitively
aware of whether you need more information or not, so be sure to be curious about this and enroll others to validate
both the quantity and quality of information you have.
It seems you do not required a great deal of certainty about the future. Indeed, you are likely to become more
frustrated when it feels like someone is requiring you to provide certainly for them. Be aware of this dynamic and
how it might impact or get in the way of your Contemplation strength.

Individual Reflection Guide
1. How have you leveraged Contemplation effectively? What are times when
using Contemplation was ineffective?

2. How does Contemplation help you with accepting assignments, asking for help, keeping
yourself motivated, and producing high quality work?

3. Review the Complementory Strengths listed below. How can you combine these with your
Contemplation to increase your effectiveness?
Positation

Forgiveness
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4. Stoic
Stoic is part of the Directing Cluster of the Personality System
Strengths. When combined, Directing Strengths help individuals
organize teams, projects, or ideas into actionable steps. Directing
Strengths are called upon for administrative, enterprising, and
managerial skills.

Accessing Your Stoic
Serene and pastoral in your presence, you maintain a sense of control of your emotions. You are unlikely
to make rash or emotionally-driven decisions. You are composed, controlled, and measured in your
responses. Stoics won't show emotional weakness.

How to Best Use Your Stoic
When setting expectations, use your Stoic strength to present the information in a steady, calm manner. This can
help assuage the anxiousness that others feel and increase the likelihood of starting the project on a firm grounding.
Your unemotional assessment of the situation can inspire confidence that this is the right direction.
When holding others accountable, leverage your Stoic strength to keep the focus on behavior and goals; what's
happening and how does that relate to what needs to be done. You will likely be inclined to avoid going into intentions
and attitudes, this is an asset at that is generally fruitless territory.
When reassuring others, lean into your Stoic strength to provide that calm, naturally reassuring presence. People who
need reassurance are often experiencing some anxiety. Your composure can provide a safe and supportive place for
them to land and actually see their contributions.
When driving projects forward to completion, use your strength of Stoic to help keep everyone focused on what
matters. Many distractions come up, often ties to strong emotional reactions based in fear. Use your steady hand to
guide everyone forward.

Your Unique Stoic Style
Your Stoic strength is bolstered by your low emotionality. That is, you are not likely to experience very intense internal
emotions. It's not to say you don't feel; it is to say that you simply may not often feel as intensely internally as some
do. This allows you more access to your Stoic nature.
You are fairly straight-forward and conventional in your approach to the world. You are comfortable with established
traditions and conventions and are not entirely focused on taking in new ideas, concepts - or emotions. This aids in
your ability to maintain your Stoic nature as you do not react to very much.
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4. Stoic ctd...
What Might Get In Your Way
You are intentional in your actions and thoughtful about how your respond. You work to keep you emotions under
control and to project calm to others. At the same time, you do have a strong need to feel connected to others, in
some way. How does your Stoic nature inhibit others from feeling connected to you?
While indeed your strength of Stoic has many benefits. One unintended consequence though is that your stoic
presence might sometime appear to others as detached or disinterested. Be careful to not be completely devoid of
affect as this can inhibit genuine connection.

Individual Reflection Guide
1. How have you leveraged Stoic effectively? What are times when using Stoic
was ineffective?

2. How does Stoic help you with setting expectations, holding others accountable, reassuring
others, and driving others toward success?

3. Review the Complementory Strengths listed below. How can you combine these with your
Stoic to increase your effectiveness?
Sensor

Introspector
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5. Completor
Completor is part of the Doing Cluster of the Personality System
Strengths. When combined, Doing Strengths lead to individual
task completion, personal focus, and execution of plans and
assignments; they seek direction and respond a clear vision.

Accessing Your Completor
You are able to stay focused and on-task until your work is done. You are a natural completor. Your focus
is powerful because it lets you filter out distractions or irrelevant thoughts. You are not likely to wander or
drift from what you set out to do.

How to Best Use Your Completor
When enrolling others or asking for help, recognize the value you bring to the team and the steadfast focus you offer
to completing a project. You can also work to remain open to others points of view as they might add beneficial
content and value to the project.
When sustaining motivation over time, create a list of top priority items and create a structure or way of checking that
you are maintaining focus on those key tasks and/or projects. Your Completor strength is a significant asset in this
regard, as you are not likely to become distracted from the task at hand.
To ensure quality of your work, leverage your Completor strength while striving for the best possible outcome. Build
in regular opportunities to get feedback from others; while you can help others stay focused on the task, invite them to
help evaluate and improve your work.
When faced with challenges or changes in direction, lean into your Completor strength to stay focused on what
matters. Use your steadfastness to help motivate others to stick with the project and resist the urge to become
frustrated with challenges or changes.

Your Unique Completor Style
Your Completor strength is impacted by your independent nature. You prefer to figure things out on your own and set
your own course. You tend to not be bound by others' expectations, but rather set your own.

You are not likely to be thrown off course by your emotional state or act impulsively in the moment. This aids in your
capacity to focus on getting the task done in the moment and not react to or act on your internal emotional state.
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5. Completor ctd...
What Might Get In Your Way
Your capacity to stay focused and get things done is likely connected to a need to accomplish. You may compare
your progress to that of others. You may experience frustration when you feel you aren't accomplishing enough. Be
careful not to allow the desire to achieve to become more important than the quality of your work.
In part, your Completor strength may be connected to a need for acknowledgement, for validation of your efforts
and contributions. Indeed, many have this need - it is perhaps one of the most common. Be aware of how you
respond when you feel like you aren't receiving acknowledgement. What impact does that have on your Completor
tendency?

Individual Reflection Guide
1. How have you leveraged Completor effectively? What are times when using
Completor was ineffective?

2. How does Completor help you with accepting assignments, asking for help, keeping yourself
motivated, and producing high quality work?

3. Review the Complementory Strengths listed below. How can you combine these with your
Completor to increase your effectiveness?
Spontaneity

Sensor
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Leveraging Your Next 5 Strengths
6. Commander
When setting expectations, lean on your strength of Commander to set the stage for what needs to be done. Depending on the project and whom
you are setting expectations for, you may also need to include how to do it and what excellence looks like. The level of detail to provide is dependent
on the skill and engagement of the people.
When holding others accountable, leverage your strength of Commander to know that this needs to happen and it is likely you who needs to do it.
Think of accountability as helping the person be successful. Whether putting a pro-active plan together or re-directing behavior, you have the
power to help them do the right thing.

7. Striving
When setting expectations, use your Striving strength to develop and articulate well thought-out, clear, and achievable goals. Establish priorities
and get the project started off on the right foot by clarifying what excellence will look like.

When holding others accountable, you can use your Striving strength to understand the project from a priorities perspective. Differentiate what is
important to you, to others, and then what the project actually needs.

8. Directness
When setting expectations, leverage your Directness strength to clearly state what needs to be accomplished. Know that others may not be as
direct, so learn into your assertive nature to provide clarity. Be sure you have thought through the expectations and are committed before sharing
them with your team.
When holding others accountable, use your Directness strength to communicate in a transparent and non-judgmental way. Be sure that your
feedback is helpful, not critical. Focus on behavior and goals, avoid intent and character.

9. Imaginative
When identifying new solutions and opportunities, leverage your strength of Imaginative to make novel and unexpected connections between ideas
and disparate concepts. Consider how a seemingly unrelated approach in one sector might actually be adaptable in a new situation. Look for
patterns that may not be obvious to others.
When enrolling others in idea generation, use your Imaginative strength to ask questions to keep stretching people to think differently and stretch
what they think is possible. Introduce seemingly unrelated ideas and ask others how they might connect.

10. Diffusement
When identifying new solutions, leverage your Diffusement strength to see the lighter side of issues. Every doesn't need to be serious, and in fact,
there is even humor in very serious issues. Use your Diffusement strength to tap into possibilities that others may not see.
When brainstorming with others, your Diffusement is extremely valuable. Using humor and bringing levity into the room can open others up to
think more freely and access ideas that might not be available under too much stress, anxiety, or fear.
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Relating Strengths
Relating Strengths are aspects of the Personality System that
support building effective relationships with others. They are
most useful for enhancing team dynamics, perspective taking,
and ensuring conflicts are not detrimental to the spirit and
motivation of the group.

Less Likely Accessed

More Likely Accessed

Tolerance
People who have the strength of Tolerance are respectful of differences and use their interpersonal skills to help groups find
consensus and agreement. They are focused on harmony and reducing the impact of conflict. At times, they may lose sight
that some conflicts can be productive.

Empathic
People with the Empathic strength understand the thoughts, feelings, and experiences of others. They see the world through
the perception of others, broadening their perspective on the world.

Forgiveness
Those with the strength of Forgiveness are intentional to work through their resentments and conflicts. They prefer to not let
issues sit and engage to keep resentments and hurts from impacting their happiness.

Connecting
People with the strength of Connecting value and seek to connect with others. They want to be part of something bigger than
self; they seek group affiliation and work to include others.

Charity
Those who have the strength of Charity seek to help others and add value without expecting much in return. They are natural
givers and seek out opportunities to help. They will not readily share their own needs or ask for help.

Generosity
Those who possess the strength of Generosity are naturally warm, patient, kind, and share these qualities with others. They
like to give praise and point out the positive qualities in others. They are welcoming and easy to be around.

Acceptance
Those with the strength of Acceptance readily trust others. They accept what others say at face value and do not assume
others have a hidden agenda or ulterior motives. They assume most people have positive intentions and rarely question
others.

Sensor
Those with the Sensor Strength are highly receptive to the emotions and feelings of others. They are empathic and feel what
others feel. Sensors use their tacit knowledge of emotions to help connect with others.
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Vision Strengths
Vision Strengths are aspects of the Personality System that help
drive inspiration, creativity, big picture thinking, and strategic
planning. Vision strengths are often present in leadership,
strategic, and innovation skills.

Less Likely Accessed

More Likely Accessed

Spontaneity
Those with the strength of Spontaneity can readily tap into their emotional knowledge of the moment. They may rely on their
intuition and felt sense when making decisions. At their best, they can be motivating, exciting, and interesting. At times, they
may under-utilize logic, planning, and reason when making decisions.

Adaptability
People with the Strength of Adaptability are energized by changes and see opportunities where others may see disruption, risk,
or fear uncertainty. They not only accept change, they expect it and look forward to new possibilities.

Imaginative
Those with the Imaginative Strength readily connect seemingly unrelated concepts and find underlying connections and
patterns. They may be less inclined to work, or think, in a linear fashion.

Introspector
Those with the strength of Introspector invest time in reflecting on their own thoughts, emotions, and behaviors. They are
interested in gaining self-insight and focus on personal growth.

Intellectualist
Those with the Intellectualist Strength enjoy spending time deep in thought. They may not feel an immediate need to produce
or do something with their thoughts, rather, they are comfortable thinking and processing. They enjoy learning new
information and seek input from multiple sources - people, books, museums, just about anywhere.

Displayful
Those who are strong in Displayful are comfortable being in the spotlight and the center of attention. They enjoy having a
captive audience and playing to the crowd. Similar to those with Positation, those with Displayful have magnetic personalities.

Diffusement
Those who have the strength of Diffusement naturally use humor to increase group cohesion. They bring levity to stressful
situations and do not take themselves or others too seriously. They might, at times, risk offending others, especially if they do
not have a prior history with them.

Positation
Those with the gift of Positation are full of energy. They derive satisfaction from being in front of groups and highlighting the
positives. They are naturally optimistic and love sharing this optimism with others.
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Directing Strengths
Directing Strengths are aspects of the Personality System that
help individuals organize teams, projects, or ideas into actionable
steps. Directing Strengths are called upon for administrative,
enterprising, and managerial skills.

Less Likely Accessed

More Likely Accessed

Commander
Those with the strength of Commander are comfortable carrying the weight of responsibility for other. They naturally take
charge and gravitate toward situations in which they are able to make decisions and enroll others.

Confidence
People with the strength of Confidence believe in their own abilities. They are comfortable making decisions and trust in their
own perspective and capacity to do well.

Directness
Those who possess the strength of Directness readily articulate their thoughts, opinions, and point of view. They do not 'hold
their cards close to the vest', rather, they are an open book. They value - and prefer - the same level of directness from others
and do best when they do not perceive others to have hidden agendas.

Stoic
Those with the gift of Stoic are composed, measured, and controlled. They rarely, if ever, let their circumstance dictate their
emotional expression. While not devoid of emotions, they work hard to not display them to others.

Calmness
For those who have strength in Calmness, they tend to stay cool and collected. They rarely worry or have anxiety about the
future. They may not have a need to control the future, rather, accepting what may come their way.

Striving
Those with the strength of Striving have an ever-present need to achieve. They view nearly every endeavor as an opportunity
to accomplish something. They enjoy setting stretch goals and then finding ways to accomplish them.

Peaceable
Those with the strength of Peaceable are slow to anger and unlikely to express negative emotions through anger or frustration.
They do not readily display intensity or grow upset about past events that cannot be changed.
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Doing Strengths
Doing Strengths are aspects of the Personality System that lead
to individual task completion, personal focus, and execution of
plans and assignments.

Less Likely Accessed

More Likely Accessed

Dutiful
Those who possess the strength of Dutiful strive to know what their assignments are. They will take personal ownership of
their commitments and duties, taking pride in being appointed to positions of responsibility. They seek out and respond to
acknowledgment from those in charge.

Completor
Those who have the Strength of Completor, naturally focus on the task-at-hand until it is completely finished. They harness
the power of their persistent focus and readily ignore outside distractions. Completors are valuable members of teams and
will bring resolution and a sense of finality to things. They persist until all elements of the job are done.

Assurance
People with the strength of Assurance embrace who they are. They celebrate all the great and messy parts of who they are.
At the end of the day, they know they are good and deserving.

Contentedness
Those who have the strength of Contentedness are able to stay positive amidst life's challenges. They are unlikely to grow
depressed or get too down, they are able to separate their sense of self-worth from their circumstance. They rarely feel blue,
down, or discouraged.

Prudence
Those who have the strength of Prudence are able to articulate the potential risks and down-side of future choices. They are
careful to protect the things and people they value. They may be guarded when facing unfamiliar situations.

Specifics
Those with the strength of Specifics value information. They get into the details of a situation and seek as much information
as possible. Their need for information is not often satiated.

Contemplation
People with the strength of Contemplation analyze situations thoroughly, and do so without allowing their emotions to be the
sole influence of their perceptions. They seek to gather relevant information and are objective in their analysis.
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Define The Core Project
Use this page to define the important elements of the Core Project you are involved with.
This page will help in your decision-making process for levering the appropriate System
Strengths to ensure the project's success.
Due Date:

Project Lead:

Connected To:

Next Steps:

N of Others:

Core Project Summary:
Describe with sufficient detail for someone else to fully comprehend the project

My Role:
Describe with sufficient detail for someone else to fully comprehend your role

Learn More About Core Projects | Subscribe to the Psychology at Work Podcast
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Determine What Strengths To Access
Use the checklist below to determine what ADW | Profile System Strengths are needed of
you for your Core Project. Please copy this page and re-use for future Core Projects.

This Core Project Requires You To:
1. Set clear expectations for others _____
2. Keep yourself focused _____
3. Establish relationships with new people _____
4. Brainstorm with a group of people _____
5. Ensure group cohesion _____
6. Ask other people to help you _____
7. Provide reassurance and support to others _____
8. Hold others accountable, correcting them when necessary _____
9. Help others make a personal connection to a vision _____
10. Receive assignments from others _____
11. Identify new connections or novel solutions _____
12. Help others stay optimistic and motivated _____

2: Regularly
1: Sometimes
0: Not at all

13. Produce high quality work on your own _____
14. Relate one-on-one to someone else _____
15. Work through conflicts _____
16. Drive others toward success _____
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Relating:

3, 5, 14, 15

Vision:

4, 9, 11, 12

Directing:

1, 7, 8, 16

Doing:

2, 6, 10, 13
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Your Strengths By Cluster
Relating

Vision

Directing

Doing

18 %

29 %

33 %

20 %

You primarily access Directing Strengths. You naturally focus on moving people and projects forward.
You bring clarity to issues and make sure others do their part. Relative to your other System Strengths,
you rely quite heavily on your Directing Strengths, with few exceptions.

Tolerance

Forgiveness

Charity

Acceptance

Spontaneity

Imaginative

Intellectualist

Diffusement

17

25

23

28

27

9

1

10

Empathic

Connecting

Generosity

Sensor

Adaptability

Introspector

Displayful

Positation

11

12

15

16

13

2

18

30

Contemplation

Prudence

Assurance

Dutiful

Peaceable

Calmness

Directness

Commander

3

20

22

19

21

24

8

6

Specifics

Contentedness

Completor

Striving

Stoic

Confidence

29

26

5

7

4

14
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My Notes
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